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Abstract 
This thesis evaluates a method for system security assessment (MASS), developed at the 
Swedish Defence Research Agency in Linköping. The evaluation has been carried out with 
the use of scenarios, consisting of three example networks and several modifications of those. 
The results from the scenarios are then compared to the expectations of the author and a 
general discussion is taken about whether or not the results are realistic. 

The evaluation is not meant to be exhaustive, so even if MASS had passed the evaluation with 
flying colors, it could not have been regarded as proof that the method works as intended. 
However, this was not the case; even though MASS responded well to the majority of the 
modifications, some issues indicating possible adjustments or improvements were found and 
commented on in this report. 

The conclusion from the evaluation is therefore that there are issues to be solved and that the 
evaluated version of MASS is not ready to be used to evaluate real networks. The method has 
enough promise not to be discarded, though. With the aid of the issues found in this thesis, it 
should be developed further, along with the supporting tools, and be re-evaluated. 
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1 Introduction 
Networked computer systems are widely used in the world today and will probably be even 
more so in the future. There are plenty of security methods and tools developed, for example 
firewalls, anti-virus software, honeynets, audit technology and encryption methods. However, 
all these tools and methods have to be used appropriately in order to reach security 
requirements. Thus, there is need for security assessment methods. 

Security assessment can for example be used by a company to analyze cost vs. benefit aspects 
of investing in security. It could also be used to see whether changes of the system (for 
example adding or removing components, reconfiguration and restructuring) increase or 
decrease the overall security level. 

“Your network security is being evaluated on a weekly if not daily basis. If you’re 
smart, you’re the one doing the evaluating.” (Zeltser et al., 2005). 

Current security assessment methods are focused on the security of components. However, 
the security of a component is not independent of what it is connected to. Therefore, there is 
need for methods capable of evaluating systems as a whole. 

A method for assessment of system security (MASS) (Andersson, 2005) has been developed 
at the Swedish Defence Research Agency. This is the method under evaluation in this thesis 
and it is described in detail in section 2.4. 

Results of research in the area of system security assessment could be used for various 
purposes. The main purpose of the research at Swedish Defence Research Agency is to 
improve the input to risk assessment processes at various stages of the system life cycle. 1.1 Problem Formulation 
The following points capture the essence of the problem this thesis is addressing: 

• Is MASS a suitable method for evaluating the security of a system or can the results be 
misleading? 

• Will the results from the scenarios correspond to the intuitive and informal 
expectations that I have, based on my experience and the literature I have studied? 1.2 Method 

The evaluation of MASS was based on network scenarios implemented in ROME2 
(Andersson, 2005, pp. 45-49), the software that serves as a graphic user interface for the 
method. Information about the subject of security assessment was sought in literature, that is, 
scientific articles, reports and other theses. 1.2.1 Evaluation Process 
The evaluation performed can be divided into the following four steps: 1. Scenario building 
Three different scenarios were built: “low security network”, “medium security network” and 
“high security network”. 
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The network architectures of those scenarios were chosen with characteristics that should 
enable dividing them into three different levels of security. Some inspiration for the layout of 
the networks was gathered from (Bishop, 2003, pp. 779-792) and (Cobb, 2005). 

The choice of modifications was based on security aspects which would be interesting from a 
network’s standpoint, for example the effect of firewalls and security zones. The 
modifications were applied to a suitable network from the three proposed ones, where the 
modification could be performed, based on the structure and components available. 2. Formulation of expected outcomes 
The expectations had to be based on intuition and common sense. Notions such as “slight,” 
“considerable” and “drastic” were specified since no numbers that could express quality were 
available prior to the implementation of the scenarios. Some knowledge of MASS was 
gathered prior to the implementations, but no details were investigated. 3. Implementation in ROME2 
Components were implemented through use of Heimdal (Bond & Påhlsson, 2004) and 
Common Criteria (CC, 2005), and were structured into networks in ROME2. More 
information about Common Criteria, Heimdal and ROME2 can be found in chapter 2. 4. Analysis of the results 
Last of all, the results from ROME2 were analyzed and compared to the initial expectations. 1.3 Scope 
With the exception of extremely simple cases, no amount of testing can be so thorough that 
the results can prove that the object being tested works. Neither does this evaluation, it is not 
an exhaustive evaluation and can therefore only serve the purpose of illuminating certain 
problems or issues. These issues are treated in chapter 6. 

There are of course several other scenarios that could have been tested; for example networks 
including wireless components. However, the scenarios in the thesis are thought as being 
adequate bases for the evaluation, given the time available and the extent of the thesis. 

Being an evaluation of MASS, the thesis does not include any alterations of the method. 
Furthermore, an evaluation of the software ROME2 is not within the scope of this thesis. 
ROME2 is only used as a tool in the process of evaluating MASS. 

This thesis evaluates MASS as it was described in (Andersson, 2005) and the 
implementations of the scenarios were done using Heimdal Security Evaluator 3000 .NET 
version 0.1 (Bond & Påhlsson, 2004) and ROME2, version 2.4.209 (Andersson, 2005). 1.4 Limitations 
The limitations of this thesis depend, to a large extent, on the limited capabilities of the tool 
ROME2 and the limitations of MASS; for example the lack of proper security metrics. 

These limitations restricted what could be tested in the scenarios. For example, since the 
evaluation of the components in the scenarios have been based on Security Targets (ST), it 
has been necessary to use components that have been described in STs. 
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Due to the lack of literature in system security assessment, much of the information had to be 
found on the Internet instead of in books. The formulation of the expectations and the analysis 
of the results had to be based on the experience of the author, as well as comments from peers 
and other IT professionals referred to.  

Writing the expectations before implementing the scenarios had its advantages since they are 
then unaffected by knowledge of the method. However, it makes the process cumbersome for 
the same reason; without in-depth knowledge of the method, it is difficult to know what can 
be tested. 1.5 Contributions 
The contributions of the work presented in this thesis are: 

• An evaluation of MASS (Method for Assessment of System Security). 

• A set of scenarios that can be used for evaluating system security assessment methods. 

• A set of improvements that have been identified as vital for the usefulness of MASS. 1.6 Disposition 
In chapter 2, some relevant background information is provided and the method under 
evaluation (MASS) is described. 

In chapter 3, the layout of the networks used in the scenarios and a detailed description of the 
components in those networks is given. Several modifications of the networks are also listed. 

Chapter 4 covers the expectations about what will happen to the security values in the 
scenarios. 

In chapter 5, the networks are implemented in ROME2 and the security values found through 
the implementation are presented. The results, i.e. the changes of the security values due to 
the modifications, are also demonstrated. 

Chapter 6 contains a discussion of the results, covered in chapter 5, and of MASS in general. 
Some ideas for future work are also discussed. 
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2 Background 
This chapter provides relevant background information for the thesis report. This includes 
some security theory and explanations of terms such as ´assessment´ and ´scenario´. An 
outline of MASS is given, as well as a brief description of methods and tools associated with 
MASS. 2.1 IT Security 
The definitions of IT security found in literature differ. In this thesis, the following 
explanation should suffice to describe the scope of IT security. 

IT security is a subcategory of information security. Both aim at protecting information (i.e. 
data, services etc) but information security includes wider aspects, for example administrative 
management of information (how the staff should treat information in a secure way) and 
physical protection of information. IT security focuses on technical means to protect the 
information. 

Even though the research of finding a method for system security assessment focuses on IT 
security, it is important to remember that if a solution is found, it has to be combined with 
other aspects of information security to be used successfully within an organization. 

There are several aspects to be taken into consideration when dealing with IT security. Three 
common aspects mentioned in security literature are confidentiality, integrity and availability. 
They are commonly referred to as CIA. 

Confidentiality - Information should only be accessible to authorized users. 

Integrity - Information should not be altered, except by authorized users. 

Availability - Information or resources should be available when required by the authorized 
users. 

(Gollmann, 1999, pp. 5-7) 

Protective measures like prevention, detection and reaction are also often treated in security 
literature. They can be illustrated by drawing a parallel to physical security: 

Prevention - Having locks at doors and window bars. 

Detection - A burglar alarm goes off when a break-in occurs. 

Reaction - Calling the police. 

(Gollmann, 1999, pp. 4-5) 

These aspects and measures are important as background but they will not be covered in depth 
in this thesis as they are not central to it. 
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2.2 System Security Assessment 
Assessment of the security of a system can be done in many ways and focus on several 
different aspects, for example technical, organizational and operational aspects. All such 
aspects are important and need to be considered in an exhaustive system security assessment. 

MASS is limited to the technical aspect of the system and does therefore not claim to be an 
exhaustive assessment method. 2.2.1 Definition of Assessment and Evaluation 
The words assessment and evaluation have several different definitions in literature, but the 
following definitions are used for this thesis: 

• ‘Evaluation’ is used when focusing on the task performed in this thesis; the evaluation 
of MASS as a method through the use of scenarios. 

• ‘Assessment’ is used when focusing on the task performed by methods like MASS, 
i.e. assessment of system security. 2.2.2 Security Metrics 

“Metrics are a system of parameters or ways of quantitative assessment of a 
process that is to be measured, along with the processes to carry out such 
measurement. Metrics define what is to be measured.” (Wikipedia, 2005a). 

There is a difference between “metrics” and “measurements”. An explanation is given by 
Payne (2001, p. 1): 

“/…/ measurements are objective raw data and metrics are either objective or 
subjective human interpretations of those data. /---/ Truly useful metrics indicate 
the degree to which security goals, such as data confidentiality, are being met, 
and they drive actions taken to improve an organization’s overall security 
program.” 

In the article, Payne also references George Jelen of the International Systems Security 
Engineering Association who declares the following requirements of good metrics: 

“Good metrics are those that are SMART, i.e. specific, measurable, attainable, 
repeatable, and time-dependent /…/” (Payne, 2001, p. 1). 

Considering these requirements, finding suitable metrics for system security assessment 
seems to be a difficult task. 

Metrics can be of different levels of details and focus on different user needs and 
environments (Swanson et al., 2003), but there is currently no generally accepted metric for 
system security assessment. 2.2.3 Common Criteria 
The Common Criteria (CC, 2005) is an international standard for defining computer security 
objectives and for evaluating compliance with those objectives. It can be used by developers 
to specify the security attributes of their products, by users to specify their requirements and 
by evaluators to determine if products meet the claims. 
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CC security requirements can be divided into a hierarchy where classes contain families and 
families contain components. Classes can further be divided into functionality- and assurance-
classes. The requirements within each family share security objectives, but differ in emphasis 
or rigor. Each family contains one or more components which may, or may not, be in a 
hierarchy. (Commoncriteriaportal, n.d.) 

Note: The use of the word ‘component’ in the rest of this thesis is unrelated to the use of the 
word ‘component’ in Common Criteria. The Common Criteria meaning of the word is only 
used in this section of the thesis and at some places in chapter six. When the word is used in 
the Common Criteria sense in chapter six, it is called “CC component” to avoid confusion.  

A ‘component’ in the rest of the thesis means any part of a network, for example a 
workstation, a firewall or a server. ‘Product’ in this section has the same meaning as the non-
CC use of the word ‘component’. Security Functional Requirements 
CC defines the following eleven functionality classes: 

• Audit (FAU) 

• Communications (FCO) 

• Cryptographic Support (FCS) 

• User Data Protection (FDP) 

• Identification and Authentication (FIA) 

• Security Management (FMT) 

• Privacy (FPR) 

• Protection of the TOE Security Functions (FPT) 

• Resource Utilization (FRU) 

• TOE Access (FTA) 

• Trusted Path/Channels (FTP) 

(Commoncriteriaportal, n.d.) 

Of these eleven classes, only Identification and Authentication (FIA) and Audit (FAU) will be 
used in this thesis. Families in the FIA class deal with, for example, user identity and 
authority of the users to interact with the product. The FAU class focuses on recognizing, 
recording, storing and analyzing information related to security activities. Protection Profile 
A Protection Profile (PP) is a document created by a user or user community for a general 
type of product. The PP identifies an implementation-independent set of user security 
requirements. A PP is intended to be reusable. (Commoncriteriaportal, n.d.) Security Target 
A Security Target (ST) is a document (typically created by a system developer) that is similar 
to a PP but is directed towards a specific product instead of a general type of product. An ST 
can claim compliance with a PP but is not required to do so. The ST contains the security 
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threats, objectives and requirements of a product and defines the measures the product has 
taken in order to meet the requirements. 

2.3 Related Work 
In this section, the Heimdal framework is described, as it is used in the process of evaluating 
MASS. The use of Heimdal is described in Appendix A. Moreover, the method CAESAR 
(Peterson, 2004), which is the predecessor of MASS, is briefly described along with the 
software ROME. During the development of MASS, ROME was improved into ROME2 
(Andersson, 2005). 2.3.1 Heimdal 
The Heimdal framework was developed by Bond and Påhlsson (2004), during a master’s 
thesis project at the Swedish Defence Research Agency (FOI). 

The framework evaluates products and gives a measure of their security, based on the 
Security Functional Requirements (SFRs) of the Common Criteria. 

Products are modeled as target of evaluation (TOE) profiles in Heimdal, based on the SFRs in 
the Security Target of the product. 

A generalized category profile for components can be created, based on relevant SFRs in 
related Protection Profiles. Heimdal can also produce an environment profile through a 
process considering possible threats, laws, organizational security policies, user knowledge 
etc. The category profile and environment profile can be combined into a reference profile, 
which the product can be evaluated against. 2.3.2 CAESAR 
CAESAR, designed by Peterson (2004) during a thesis project at the Swedish Defence 
Research Agency, is a method for determining the level of IT security of component-based 
distributed information systems. CAESAR assumes that there is a method for evaluating 
components of a system and that such a method then assigns each component with a security 
value ranging from zero to one. 

The components are divided by CAESAR into traffic generators and traffic mediators. A 
traffic generator, for example a server, generates traffic but can not mediate any traffic. A 
traffic mediator; for example a switch, can not generate traffic, only mediate between traffic 
generators. 

Components are connected either by physical relations or logical relations, although logical 
relations are not implemented in the supporting software, ROME. 

As a final result, CAESAR calculates an overall security level of the system, which is an 
average of the system dependent security levels of the traffic generators. 2.3.3 ROME 
In addition to CAESAR, Mikael Peterson developed the ROME tool; in order to graphically 
display the use of the method. The tool allows the user to insert components, connect them 
into networks and then see the results of the method (i.e. the overall security level of the 
system and the different security levels of the components). 
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2.4 Method for Assessment of System Security (MASS) 
The most important improvement in MASS, compared to CAESAR, is that the security 
characteristics are represented in vector structures instead of as scalars. This enables the 
modeling of more complex relations (Andersson, 2005, pp. 27-28). 

Figure 1 shows an overview of the concepts of MASS, with the concepts used most frequently 
in this report in bold text. This thesis will not go deeply into the calculations of MASS. For 
details about those, see (Andersson, 2005, pp. 20-27). 

The term ´neighbors´ is used to represent traffic generators that are connected, directly or 
through traffic mediators (i.e. not through other traffic generators). 2.4.1 Component Profiles Security Profile (SP) 
Each component has an SP, which defines what set of security features to be evaluated for the 
component. 

In the examples presented by Andersson (2005), the classes of the Security Functional 
Requirements (SFR) of the Common Criteria are used to build the SP. Thus, for each 
component, the SP specifies the SFRs fulfilled by the component and the strength of their 
implementations. The SP is expressed as a vector. In theory, the SP should describe the 
security value of the component (i.e. how hard the component is to subvert). Filter Profile (FP) 
Traffic mediators have filter profiles in addition to their security profiles. The filter profile is 
similar in structure to the SP but expresses the ability to stop malicious traffic. A value of 0 in 
the filter profile means that there is no filtering and a value of 1 means that no malicious 
traffic gets through. 2.4.2 Relations 
The components are connected through physical or logical relations. The interactions between 
components due to these connections are modeled as a set of relations between the SFRs of 
the components. 

The physical relations model physical connections (cable, radio etc) and are bi-directional. 

Logical relations model trust and communication between components, for example between 
an anti-virus server and a client. Logical relations are not affected by firewalls or routers 
between the connected components. A logical relation is uni-directional. System dependent security profile (SSP) 
The SSP of a component is calculated by looking at the neighbor dependent SP (NSP) of the 
component and the logical SPs (LSPs) from the logical relations of the component. 

The NSP, in turn, is based on the SP of the current component and SPs of neighbor traffic 
generators. The effect of a traffic generator connected through a traffic mediator can be 
considered as a single equivalent traffic generator and be represented by an ESP (equivalent 
SP). If two traffic generators are connected to each other through multiple paths, a new profile 
called resulting SP (RSP) is calculated. The RSP is based on the ESP of the involved paths. 
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The SSP, NSP and RSP are calculated through similar functions called h, g and f (Andersson, 
2005, pp. 23-26). The functions can be, for example: minimum, maximum or average. 2.4.3 Security Values Modeled Security Value (MSV) 
The term modeled security value (MSV) is not introduced in (Andersson, 2005), although the 
possibility of calculating such a value is mentioned in connection with the construction of the 
ESP. Moreover, the value is presented in ROME2. However, MSV is extensively used during 
this evaluation and is therefore introduced as a distinct term by the author of this report. 

MSV expresses the stand-alone security level of the component, i.e. a value that is unaffected 
by the rest of the network. It is calculated as an average of the elementary security values of 
all the elements in the SP of a component. 

Since both the MSV and the FP determine the security of a traffic mediator, they are 
combined into an effective filter profile (EFP). System dependent Security Value (SSV) 
The system dependent security value represents the effective security level of a traffic 
generator in the context of the system. The SSV is calculated as an average of a system 
dependent security profile (SSP). Overall Security Value (OSV) 
The OSV is calculated last, as a weighted average of the SSVs of the components in the 
system. 
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 Figure 1. An overview of the concepts of MASS 
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3 Network Scenarios 
In this chapter, important terms used throughout the remainder of this thesis are explained. 
The layouts of the networks used in the scenarios are also presented, along with their 
modifications. This is followed by a detailed description of the components in the networks. 
The chapter corresponds to step one (”scenario building”) in the evaluation process, which is 
listed in section 1.2.1. 3.1 The Scenario Concept 
Using scenarios to evaluate the method was decided early on in the thesis project as it seemed 
to be a reasonable method of evaluation. 

“Scenarios are used to give simplified views of the whole and of different 
relations. Thus, they make it possible to study conceivable courses of events, not 
to reach conclusions about the actual future of development. Different possible 
developments can be studied with use of several alternative scenarios” (author’s 
translation) (Hallberg et al., 2005, p. 5). 

Scenarios can be very useful in brainstorming, since they make it easier to visualize ideas that 
might otherwise have been abstract. They might also show aspects that might not have been 
discovered until later in the implementation, if at all. 

Scenarios can be described in a way that makes them easy to grasp, even if they cover a 
complex situation. This is a valuable quality for the thesis process since it enables quick 
feedback on the work which in turn enables quick revision (Rosson & Carroll, 2003). 

The concept ‘scenario’ in this thesis includes both the network architecture and the associated 
modifications. 3.2 Terminology Layout 
Section 3.3 (‘Layouts’) includes the illustrations of the scenario networks as they are drawn 
on paper and lists their respective modifications; i.e. issues concerning the implementation in 
ROME2 are not included. Network and network architecture 
‘Network’ in this thesis is short for “computer network”. A network consists of components 
that communicates with each other and are connected to each other through physical or 
logical relations. Physical and logical relations are described in section 2.4.2.  “Network 
architecture” is used to represent the structure of a computer network. It consists of nodes 
(components) and lines representing connections between the components. Base architecture 
“Base architecture” is the initial network architecture in a scenario, without any of the 
modifications applied. The term applies both to the layout on paper and in ROME2. 
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Modification 
A modification can for example be removing or adding a component from the network. 
Before a modification is done, the base architecture is restored. System 
A system is an assemblage of inter-related elements comprising a unified whole (Wikipedia, 
2005c). 

In chapter three to six of this report, the word ‘network’ will be preferred over ‘system’ to 
emphasize that the components are connected into network structures. Since the word 
‘system’ is used by Andersson (2005), it appears in some abbreviations (SSV for example) 
even in those chapters, though. Connection 
The word ´connection´ is used for physical relations. All relations are physical, unless 
specified otherwise. Component 
The word ´component´ in this report is used for any node in a network; for example a 
workstation, a firewall or a server. Demilitarized Zone (DMZ) 
A DMZ is a neutral zone between the Internet and the internal network where controlled 
public access is allowed. 

For a more detailed description of the concept of demilitarized zones, see the glossary. The 
particular characteristics of the DMZ layouts in the scenarios are described in section 3.4.2 
and 3.4.3. Internal network 
The internal network in the network architectures consists of computers holding the most 
sensitive data in the network. Workstation 
The word ´workstation´ is used in this thesis for a computer designed to be used by one 
person at a time. Some people would argue that such a computer should be called a PC, due to 
the original meaning of ‘workstation’. The word workstation was originally used for a 
computer more sophisticated and more expensive than a PC. The line between workstation 
and PC is now increasingly becoming blurred, though. (Wikipedia, 2005b) 

“In networking, workstation refers to any computer connected to a local-area 
network. It could be a workstation or a personal computer.” (Webopedia, 2003). 

The workstations in the network architectures of the scenarios can be at any level of 
sophistication and come at any price. 
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3.3 Layouts 
In this section, the layouts of the three scenario networks are illustrated along with their 
associated modifications. Modifications 1.3, 2.3 and 3.2 are considered as altering the 
network architecture more than the other modifications. The network architecture, after those 
modifications are carried out, is therefore illustrated in Figure 3, 5 and 7. 

As stated in section 3.2, ‘layout’ in this thesis is the illustration of a network as it is drawn on 
paper; i.e. implementation issues are excluded from the illustrations. 3.3.1 Low Security Network 

Figure 2. Base architecture of the low security network. Modifications 
1.1 Remove the border firewall 

1.2 Remove the Internet connection 

1.3 Add two extra firewalls in series directly inside of the old border firewall 

1.4 Remove two security functions from the security profile of the border firewall and the 
corresponding filtering functionality from the filter profile. 

1.4a Remove FIA (Identification and Authentication) 

1.4b Remove FAU (Audit) 
1.5 Add a direct connection to the Internet from Windows workstation 1. 
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Figure 3. The low security network after modification 1.3. 
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3.3.2 Medium Security Network 

Figure 4. Base architecture of the medium security network Modifications 
2.1 Use only Windows workstations 

2.2 Use only Linux workstations 

2.3 Relocate the servers to the internal network. Lower the security value of the border 
firewall accordingly. 
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Figure 5. The medium security network after modification 2.3. 
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 3.3.3 High Security Network 

Figure 6. Base architecture of the high security network. Modifications 
3.1 Remove the border firewall 

3.2 Add an application server (and a firewall) to the internal network and add a logical 
relation between the application server and the Windows workstation. 
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Figure 7. The high security network after modification 3.2. 
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3.4 Detailed Description of the Network Architectures 
In this section, the network architectures are described in detail and the assumptions made 
while designing the layouts are listed. General descriptions can be found in the glossary. 3.4.1 Low Security Network 
The low security network, illustrated in Figure 2, is limited in size and its security is not 
considered a critical issue. 

The border router  gives low (in practice, none at all) security. The routers are the same in all 
three scenarios. 

All traffic entering or leaving the network passes through the border firewall  which has two 
interfaces: a public interface connected to the Internet and a private interface connected to the 
internal network. The border firewall has several ports open to enable certain network 
protocols (HTTP, HTTPS, SSH, SMTP, POP, DNS etc.) so it is considered to be medium-
secure. 3.4.2 Medium Security Network 
This is a network where security in and of itself is an important issue to the owners of the 
network, but so is the budget - so some prioritizations had to be made when building the 
network. The network architecture is illustrated in Figure 4. 

The border firewall has three network interfaces: one for Internet, one for the internal network 
and one for a demilitarized zone. It has different rules for the DMZ and the internal net; the 
rules as to which traffic is allowed through are stricter into the internal network than into the 
DMZ. 

This particular DMZ network layout is called “triple-homed (or three-homed) perimeter 
network”. It is a suitable layout if budget is an issue and the security of the internal network is 
non-critical. The disadvantage is that the firewall becomes a single-point of failure; if the 
firewall is compromised, the intruder gets access to the DMZ and the internal network (Cobb, 
2005). The servers in the DMZ are not allowed to initialize sessions into the internal network. 

The DMZ mail server checks mail for spam and viruses and regulates SMTP-traffic between 
Internet and the internal network. Since it handles mail and performs needed checks and 
sanitation, it relieves some pressure from the firewalls. 

The DMZ Web server ensures that any information that should be transmitted into the internal 
network (due to a request from the internal network) goes as a separate transmission, not as a 
part of a web transaction. 

The DMZ DNS server is only used for public addresses. It has no knowledge of the addresses 
of the internal network. The server must be able to query other name servers on the Internet, 
do zone transfers from name servers on the Internet, and receive- and reply to queries from 
other DNS servers (Ingate, n.d.). 

The other firewalls are meant to be host-based firewalls. The security given by them is not as 
high as the one given by the border firewall. 
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3.4.3 High Security Network 
This is a network where the security is an important issue and the budget is not. 

There are other things that could have been added to increase the security further (alarm 
systems, honeynets etc.) but doing so might have made this scenario hard-to-grasp and hard to 
implement. The network is illustrated in Figure 6. 

The border firewall has two network interfaces; one for Internet and the other one for the 
DMZ. The firewall should hide the addresses of the DMZ servers by using NAT (Network 
Address Translation) so their public addresses are the same as the address of the border 
firewall. NAT can also hide the source IP address of outgoing traffic so that the whole 
network seems to have only one IP address. The border firewall keeps certain ports open to 
the servers in the DMZ. 

This network has a different DMZ layout than the medium security network. This DMZ is 
called “back-to-back perimeter network” and is located in between two firewalls. Having a 
DMZ in between two firewalls adds an extra layer of security since the inner firewall and the 
border firewalls can come from different vendors or be of different types (Young, 2001). If 
the DMZ is attacked, there is still a firewall left between the attacker and the internal network. 
The servers in the DMZ have their own firewalls which protects them from each others 
vulnerabilities. Thus if a hacker exploits a flaw in one of them, firewalls still stand between 
the hacker and the other servers. None of the servers in the DMZ are allowed to initialize 
sessions into the internal network. 

The DMZ mail server checks the mail for spam and viruses and stores the mail until the 
internal mail server polls for mail. 

The DMZ Web server ensures that any information that should be transmitted into the internal 
net (due to a request from the internal network) goes as a separate transmission, not as a part 
of a web transaction. Connection requests are sent from an internal workstation to port 80 of 
this server. The DMZ host then initiates sessions for these requests on the Internet. 

The server also often hosts the company's Web pages so that these could be served to the 
outside world. 

The DMZ DNS server is only used for public addresses. It has no knowledge of the addresses 
of the internal network. 

The inner firewall has stricter rules than the border firewall. For example, port 80 (HTTP) is 
closed since it does not need to be open in order for the workstations of regular users, only for 
web servers. The firewall has two network interfaces: one for the DMZ and one for the 
internal network. It passes queries sent from the internal DNS server to the DMZ DNS server. 
The reply traffic for those queries will automatically be let through as NAT is used for the 
internal networks (Ingate, n.d.). 

The other firewalls are the same as in the medium security network, i.e. host-based firewalls. 

The internal mail server forwards emails to the DMZ mail server, which in turn forwards the 
emails to other mail servers on the Internet. The internal mail server knows an address to the 
DMZ mail server. This might not be the actual address but it is an address that the inner 
firewall recognizes as representing the DMZ mail server. 

The internal DNS server has the addresses to all hosts in the internal network. The computers 
in the internal network use the internal DNS server for name queries. The internal DNS server 
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queries external names and IP addresses via the DMZ DNS server. Requests coming from 
outside the internal network to this server should be blocked. 
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4 Expectations 
In this chapter, the scenarios are listed with the expectation of the overall security value 
(OSV) of their base architecture and with their respective modifications. The chapter 
corresponds to step two (“Formulation of expected outcomes”) in the evaluation process, 
which is listed in section 1.2.1. 

For each modification, the expectation of the OSV is described. For some modifications, 
system dependent security values (SSV) of certain interesting components are listed as well. 
Reasons for the expectations are also given for each modification. The reasons presented are 
only meant to be motives behind the expectations which, in turn, are based on the experience 
and intuition of the author. Therefore, neither the expectations nor the reasons claim to be 
absolute truths. 4.1 Low Security Network OSV of the base architecture 
The security given is due to the border firewall but if that firewall is compromised, the 
workstations will be wide open to attacks. The OSV should therefore be low. The 
workstations are also unprotected from each other. Modification 1.1 
Remove the border firewall. Change in the OSV due to the modification 
Some protection would probably remain due to the router, but the OSV should still decrease 
considerably when the border firewall is removed. SSV of certain components after the modification 
Windows workstation 1 
Same as for the OSV, the security value of the workstation should decrease considerably. Reason 
The network is now wide open to attacks both from the inside and the outside (instead of just 
wide open to attacks from the inside as it was before). Modification 1.2 
Remove the Internet connection. Change in the OSV due to the modification 
The OSV should increase considerably. SSV of certain components after the modification 
Windows workstation 1 
Same as for the OSV; the security value of the workstation should increase considerably. 
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Reason 
The security should not increase drastically (as some may think) when the Internet connection 
is removed, since statistics say that about a third of the security incidents are caused by 
insiders, not outsiders. In large companies, up to roughly half of the total number of security 
incidents is caused by insiders (Department of Trade and Industry, 2004, p. 19). 

This indicates that although the majority of the incidents are caused by outsiders, the inside 
threat cannot be disregarded since it causes at least one third of the incidents. Thus, removing 
the Internet connection does not make the network completely safe, just safe from external 
threats. Modification 1.3 
Add two extra firewalls in series directly inside of the old border firewall. Figure 3 illustrates 
this layout. Change of the OSV due to the modification 
One should not be safer inside three firewalls than one so nothing should happen to the OSV. SSV of certain components after the modification 
Workstation 1 
Nothing should happen. Reason 
The multiple firewalls in the example are assumed to come from the same vendor, be of the 
same type and are also assumed to have the same rules; therefore they will all have the same 
potential security flaws. A firewall will only filter so much and therefore, if those things are 
already filtered in the first firewall, adding another firewall that is the same as the first will 
not filter anything further. Modification 1.4 
Remove two security functions from the security profile of the border firewall and the 
corresponding filtering functionality from the filter profile. Modification 1.4a 
Remove FIA (Authentication and Identification). Change of the OSV due to removing FIA 
This should decrease the OSV considerably; almost as much as when removing the border 
firewall in modification 1.1. 

SSV of certain components after the modification 
Workstation 1 
This workstation should suffer a considerable decrease in the system dependent security value 
when FIA is removed. The decrease should be almost as much as in modification 1.1. Reason 
FIA enables distinguishing a user from another. All users are forced to authenticate against 
the firewall. When FIA is removed, an unauthorized person may attempt to bypass the 
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security of the firewall in order to access and compromise its (security- or non-security) 
functions (for example the audit). Modification 1.4b 
Remove FAU (Audit). Change of the OSV due to removing FAU 
This should decrease the OSV slightly, but not as much as removing FIA. SSV of certain components after the modification 
Workstation 1 
When FAU is removed, it should suffer a slight decrease of the system dependent security 
value. Reason 
Without FAU, the actions and trail of an attacker can escape detection. Thus, the audit 
functions are important and, if they are compromised, there is reason for concern. In the end, 
though, the audit of user activity is only as reliable as the level of user authentication. 
Therefore, removing FIA should have a greater impact on the security values than removing 
FAU. Modification 1.5 
Add a direct connection to the Internet from workstation 1. Change of the OSV due to the modification 
This should decrease the OSV considerably; almost as much as in modification 1.1. SSV of certain components after the modification 
Workstation 1 
System dependent security value should decrease considerably; a little more than in 
modification 1.1. Reason 
The Internet is now connected directly to an unprotected computer, bypassing the border 
firewall. 

The effect of this modification on the SSV of the workstation should be about the same as the 
effect of modification 1.1 on the workstation (aside from the small security the router gave in 
that modification). 

A host-based firewall should have helped to protect the workstation. 4.2 Medium Security Network OSV of the base architecture 
There are firewalls protecting the components of the network and it is divided into external 
net, internal net and DMZ. Since all these security precautions have been made, this network 
should get a higher OSV than the low security network. 
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Modification 2.1 
Use only Window workstations. Change of the OSV due to the modification 
This should decrease the OSV slightly. Reason 
The network is homogenous (all computers have the same operating system). One security 
flaw in Windows could therefore affect all of the computers in the internal net. 

Note: having a homogenous network probably makes patching easier; but on the other hand, if 
there is a breach, all computers could be affected by it. 

To further stress that a network cannot rely on patching alone to solve security problems: 

Speaking recently at the Microsoft TechEd developer conference in Amsterdam, 
Microsoft security consultant Fred Baumhardt said the day is likely to come when 
a virus or worm brings down everything. 

"Nobody will have time to detect it," he said. "Nobody will have time to issue 
patches or virus definitions and get them out there. This shows that patch 
management is not the be-all and end-all." 

Baumhardt stressed the importance of adaptability, using the human immune 
system as an example: "Imagine if your body said, 'Hmm, I have the flu. I've never 
had this before, so I'll die.' But that doesn't happen: Your body raises its 
temperature and so on, to buy time while other mechanisms kick in." 

"If the human body did patch management the way [companies do], we'd all be 
dead." (Loney & Lemos, 2004). Modification 2.2 

Use only Linux workstations. Change of the OSV due to the modification 
This should decrease the OSV slightly but it should still have a higher OSV than in 
modification 2.1. Reason 
The OSV will be lower than in the base architecture due to the homogenous network. 

It should still be higher than in 2.1 though, since the threatening picture against Windows is 
different than the threatening picture against Linux. 

Honeynet studies from 2004 shows that the average life expectancy to compromise for an 
unpatched Linux computer is three months (The honeynet project & The honeynet research 
alliance, 2004, p. 1). 

This can be compared with statistics from SANS, where a Windows computer has a survival 
time of about 20 minutes on the Internet (the exact number of minutes varies from one month 
to the other). The survival time is thus less than the time needed to download critical patches 
(SANS Internet Storm Centre, 2005). 
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Modification 2.3 
Place the servers inside the internal network as illustrated in Figure 5. Lower the security 
value of the border firewall accordingly. Change of the OSV due to the modification 
This should decrease the OSV considerably. SSV of certain components after the modification 
Mail server 
The SSV of the server should be about the same as before. The rules for the original internal 
firewall were stricter than the rules for the DMZ firewall. When the servers move into the 
internal network, the firewall protecting them needs to leave certain ports open, in order for 
the servers to be able to operate as before. 

Workstation 1 
Due to the decrease of the firewall security, the system dependent security value of the 
workstation will decrease considerably. Reason 
First of all, the advantages of having the DMZ will be lost. The rules of the firewall will have 
to be lowered to allow traffic to the servers (port 80 and 443 have to be open, for example). 
Therefore, the OSV will decrease considerably since not only the servers will be affected by 
the change of the rules of the firewall. 

The coveted targets (the servers) are moved to the internal network so the probability of 
attacks against the internal network should increase. 

If for example the DNS server is located in the internal network and is compromised by an 
attacker, the attacker can install a packet sniffer and might be able to collect internal 
passwords. An attack originating from the internal network might have taken longer to detect 
than an attack from outside of the internal network. 
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4.3 High Security Network OSV of the base architecture 
The OSV should be higher than both the low security network and the medium security 
network. The network has firewalls to protect the components and is divided into external net, 
internal nets and a DMZ. This network should be more secure than the medium security 
network since the DMZ design with two firewalls is used. Modification 3.1 
Remove the border firewall. Change of the OSV due to the modification 
This should decrease the OSV slightly (not considerably as in modification 1.1). SSV of certain components after the modification 
Windows workstation 
The workstation will not be affected. 

DMZ Mail server 
The SSV of the mail server will decrease considerably. Reason 
Servers in the DMZ might be affected if their firewalls fail to protect them from the attack, 
but the inner firewall only allows them to send harmless traffic to the internal network and 
they do not have knowledge of the real internal addresses. Therefore, the removal of the 
firewall will not give as considerable decrease of the OSV as in the low security network 
where the border firewall was a single-point of failure. 

Furthermore, the same modification might not affect the OSV as much in a large network as it 
would in a small network. For example, if the system dependent security value of a 
workstation is drastically changed due to a modification, it might not affect the OSV as much 
in the large network as in the small since the large network can have several components that 
remain unaffected. Modification 3.2 
Add an application server (and a firewall) to the router in the internal network and add a 
logical relation between the application server and the Windows workstation. This is 
illustrated in Figure 7. Change of the OSV due to the modification 
This should cause a slight decrease of the OSV. Reason 
The OSV should decrease since there is one more component that can be compromised. Both 
the server and the associated client are guarded by the border firewall, the inner firewall and 
by host-based firewalls, though. Neither the server nor the client should accept sessions 
initialized from any other components. 
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5 Implementation 
This chapter covers step number three (“Implementation in ROME2”) in the evaluation 
process, which is presented in section 1.2.1. 

First, choices made during the implementation-phase are presented, followed by illustrations 
of the models of the networks in ROME2. The security values of the components and the 
network (i.e. MSV, SSV and OSV) are included in the illustrations. 

Results from the implementations are listed along with the expectations from chapter 4. The 
results are not analyzed or discussed until next chapter, though. 

For details about the component profiles, the creation of the networks and the exact values 
from the implementations, see the appendices. 5.1 Implementation Issues 
In this section, choices made during the implementation-phase are presented. 

Heimdal, described in section 2.3.1, was used to evaluate protection profiles and security 
targets into security profiles needed for the implementation in ROME2. A description of the 
notions “protection profiles” and “security targets” can be found in section 2.2.3. 

Several security profiles were developed and a set of them was chosen to represent the 
components in the scenarios. Details about the security profiles can be found in Appendix B. 
The choices of specific sets were based on what security level was desired for the 
components; in order to make scenarios that were realistic and that were in accordance with 
the three wanted scenario security levels. 

All profiles were made specifically for this thesis, except the Internet profile, which is the 
same as the one in (Andersson, 2005). The switch profile is the same as the hub profile in 
(Andersson, 2005), only with a different name. 

The filter-profiles for the traffic mediators are the same as their respective security profiles. 

The firewall for the medium security network was implemented in ROME2 in a way that is 
shown in Figure 9 in section 5.2, since implementation of firewall interfaces with different set 
of firewall rules is currently not possible. 

The logical relation needed for modification 3.2 was developed using intuition and common 
sense. 5.1.1 Explanation of the Choice of Components 
There were some limitations that affected the choice of which components to use in the 
scenario networks. Here those limitations are presented, along with other considerations that 
have been made during the creation of the component profiles. Firewalls 
The choice of border- and inner firewalls in the scenario networks was based on firewalls 
deemed appropriate for such use. Then, based on information given in the security targets and 
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the MSVs achieved in test implementations, the two firewalls selected were Secureworks 
firewall and Symantec firewall. 

The respective MSV of these two firewalls determined which firewall to use at what location, 
since details such as open ports etc. can not be implemented. The firewall that achieved the 
lowest MSV of the two was the Secureworks firewall. It was therefore used as border firewall, 
the firewall that represents the DMZ firewall interface and as the firewall in the low security 
scenario. Host-based firewalls 
The firewalls protecting a single component each in the scenario networks were meant to be 
host-based firewalls. Due to the use of Security targets when developing the profiles, it was 
necessary to use firewalls with such documentation available, though. 

Security targets for commonly used host-based firewalls (for example Tiny Personal Firewall, 
ZoneAlarm, Norton Personal Firewall, Agnitum Outpost Firewall, Sygate Personal Firewall 
and McAfee Firewall) have not been found. Instead, two network firewalls have been used: 
“Microsoft Internet Security and Acceleration Server (ISA)” and “FortiGate Antivirus 
Firewall”. They are more advanced than they need to be for this kind of use (and they cost 
more than most of the host-based firewalls mentioned above). They might therefore achieve a 
higher MSV than a normal host-based firewall would have but they should at least be 
reasonably equal in comparison to each other. The two firewalls have about the same security 
functionalities, according to their respective STs. Since the ISA firewall is intended to be used 
in a Microsoft environment, FortiGate was used for the RedHat computers. Workstations 
Windows 2000 and RedHat have been used since security targets existed for those whereas no 
STs could be found for, for example, Windows XP or Windows 98. A security target for 
Windows XP and Windows Server 2003 was released in November 2005 (CCEVS, 2005), 
when the implementations of this thesis were already done. Servers 
The same profile is used for the servers as for the Windows workstations because the security 
target used as base for the profile covers both workstations and servers. All the servers in the 
scenario networks share the same profile. 
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5.2 Security Values of the Base Architectures 
This section illustrates the security values (i.e. the OSV of the networks and the SSVs and 
MSVs of the components) of the base architectures when implemented in ROME2. The 
illustrations are given in Figure 8, 9 and 10. 

Figure 8. Overall Security Value (OSV), Modeled Security Values 
(MSV) and System dependent Security Values (SSV) of the 
base architecture of the low security network. 
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Figure 9. Overall Security Value (OSV), Modeled Security Values 
(MSV) and System dependent Security Values (SSV) of the 
base architecture of the medium security network. 
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Figure 10. Overall Security Value (OSV), Modeled Security Values 
(MSV) and System dependent Security Values (SSV) of the 
base architecture of the high security network. 
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5.3 Results from the Implementation in ROME2 
The expectations are compared to the following intervals of the increase/decrease percentage 
of the OSVs and SSVs. The intervals are based on a rough estimate about what percentages 
could be reasonably mapped to the notions “no change”, “slight change”, “considerable 
change” and “drastic change” and were chosen before the implementations were made. 

No change: 0 % 
Slight change: 1-30% 
Considerable change: 31-65 % 
Drastic change: 66-100 % 

Values that do not correspond with the percentage intervals stated or that increases instead of 
decreases (or vice versa) are considered as discordant with the expectations. Very small 
overlays are accepted and are commented on in chapter 6. 

The percentages in Table 1 to 6 show the change of the security values after the modifications 
compared to the security values in the base architectures. 

The base architectures and their respective security values are illustrated in Figure 8, 9 and 10 
and the exact security values can be found in Appendix C. 5.3.1 Low Security Network Overall security value (OSV) of the base architecture: 
The base architecture OSV equals 29%. Change in the OSV after the modifications: Table 1. The change in percentage of the OSV due to the modifications 

and the expected change of the OSV from section 4.1. 

Modification OSV change Expected results 

1.1 Remove the border firewall - 62% Considerable decrease, some 
protection left due to router 

1.2 Remove the Internet connection + 52% Considerable increase 
1.3 Add two extra firewalls in series 
directly inside of the border firewall + 45% No change 

1.4a Remove the FIA security function 
from the security profile of the border 
firewall and the corresponding filtering 
functionality from the filter profile 

- 35% 

Considerable decrease; 
almost as much as the 
decrease of the OSV in 
modification 1.1 

1.4b Remove the FAU security function 
from the security profile of the border 
firewall and the corresponding filtering 
functionality from the filter profile 

- 11% Slight decrease 

1.5 Add a direct (physical) connection 
to the Internet from Windows 
workstation 1 

- 35% 

Considerable decrease; 
almost as much as the 
decrease of the OSV in 
modification 1.1 
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Change in the System dependent Security Value (SSV) of Windows workstation 1: Table 2. The change in percentage of the SSV of Windows workstation 
1 due to the modification and the expected change of the SSV 
from section 4.1. 

Modification SSV change Expected results 
1.1 Remove the border firewall - 62% Considerable decrease 
1.2 Remove the Internet connection + 52% Considerable increase 
1.3 Add two extra firewalls in series 
directly inside of the border firewall 

+ 45% No change 

1.4a Remove the FIA security function 
from the security profile of the border 
firewall and the corresponding filtering 
functionality from the filter profile 

- 35% 

Considerable decrease; 
almost as much as the 
decrease of the SSV in 
modification 1.1 

1.4b Remove the FAU security function 
from the security profile of the border 
firewall and the corresponding filtering 
functionality from the filter profile  

- 11% Slight decrease 

1.5 Add a direct (physical) connection to 
the Internet from Windows workstation 1 - 69% 

Considerable decrease; a 
little more decrease than of 
the SSV in modification 1.1 5.3.2 Medium Security Network Overall security value (OSV) of the base architecture: 

The base architecture OSV equals 37%. Change in the OSV after the modifications: Table 3. The change in percentage of the OSV due to the modifications 
and the expected change of the OSV from section 4.2. 

Modification OSV change Expected results 
2.1 Use only Window workstations + 5% Slight decrease 

2.2 Use only Linux workstations - 8% 
Slight decrease; higher 
OSV than in 
modification 2.1 

2.3 Place the servers inside the internal 
network. Lower the security value of the 
border firewall accordingly 

- 5% 
Considerable decrease Change in the System dependent Security Value (SSV): Table 4. The change in percentage of the SSV of certain components 

due to modification 2.3 and the expected change of the SSV 
from section 4.2. 

Component SSV change Expected results 
Windows Workstation 1 - 8% Considerable decrease 
DMZ Mail server No change No change 
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5.3.3 High Security Network Overall security value (OSV) of the base architecture: 
The base architecture OSV equals 40%. Change in the OSV after the modifications: Table 5. The change in percentage of the OSV due to the modifications 

and the expected change of the OSV from section 4.3. 

Modification OSV change Expected results 
3.1 Remove the border firewall - 18% Slight decrease 
3.2 Add an application server (and a firewall) to 
the router in the internal network and add a 
logical relation between the application server and 
the Windows workstation 

No change Slight decrease Change in the System dependent Security Value (SSV): Table 6. The change in percentage of the SSV of certain components 
due to modification 3.1 and the expected change of the SSV 
from section 4.3. 

Component SSV change  Expected results 
Windows Workstation  - 5% No change 

DMZ Mail server - 30% 
Considerable 
decrease 
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6 Discussion 
This chapter will interpret the results given in chapter five and a general discussion of MASS 
will be presented. At the end of the chapter, the authors’ conclusions are given, along with 
suggestions for areas of future research. The chapter corresponds to step four (“Analysis of 
the results”) in the evaluation process, section 1.2.1. 6.1 Reflections on the Results of the Implementations 
Note: when the results from the implementations differ from what was expected, it does not 
necessarily mean that MASS misbehaves; the difference can be due to several other factors: 

• The considerations of MASS and the considerations of the author of this report differ. 

• Something else has affected the result; for example the limitations of the scenarios, 
stated in section 1.4, or the parameters used. 

“Security values” in this chapter refers to the overall security value (OSV) and the system 
dependent security value (SSV) as a group, whereas they are mentioned separately if the text 
only refers to one of them. 6.1.1 Low Security Network Results 
The results discussed here are listed in Table 1 and Table 2 in section 5.3. An overview of the 
security value changes of the low security network, compared to the expectations, can be 
found in Figure 11. 
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Unexpectedly high OSV of the base architecture 
The base architecture got an OSV of 29% in ROME2, which is an unexpectedly high value, 
considering that the only protecting components of the network are the router and the border 
firewall. 

This raises the question of whether it is possible to get a very low or very high OSV in a 
realistic network, or if the OSV will always be in the interval of (for example) 20% to 60%. 

The OSV of a network is dependent on the SSVs of the components in the network since it is 
calculated as an average of those. A network with perfect computers alone would therefore 
get an OSV of 100% - but such a network is hardly realistic. The highest SSV obtained was 
the SSV of the Windows workstation and the internal servers in the high security network, 
which was only 0.43. The fact that this was the highest value achieved does not mean that it is 
a maximum value; it does however indicate that it is unlikely that a component would ever 
achieve a much higher SSV than that. This in turn means that the OSV will not become higher 
than that either. This could also affect the interpretation of the security values; the difference 
in security between an OSV of for example 37% and one of 40% could be more significant 
than a user thinks. 

It might affect the interpretation of the OSV if the person that performs the evaluation of a 
network is unaware of that the value will never be very high or very low, but always 
somewhere in the middle. 

One possible cause of the unexpectedly high OSV of this scenario could be the rather high 
MSV of the components. The high MSVs could, in turn, be explained by the use of security 
targets as base for the profiles. The values extracted from the security targets and inserted into 
Heimdal do not include details, like applications running on a component or level of security 
knowledge of the user of a component. As mentioned in the limitations, the use of security 
targets to make the profiles might also have affected the selection of components. The 
components used in the scenario networks might for instance be more advanced than 
components that would have been used in reality. Multiple firewalls gave an increase of the security values 
The results from the modifications of this scenario were nearly all as expected. The most 
remarkable results came from modification 1.3. Adding two extra firewalls in series inside of 
the border firewall caused the OSV and the SSV of the workstation to increase 45%, although 
neither of them was expected to change. 

Several firewalls seem to be considered to improve the security of the network, even though 
in reality two firewalls do not necessarily give better protection than one. Adding extra 
firewalls does not improve the security of the network if the firewalls come from the same 
vendor, are of the same type and filters the same things. 

MASS does not perform any comparisons between neighboring traffic mediators filter 
profiles to see if they cover the same issues or not. There is currently no manageable way of 
modeling details such as firewall filtering rules for the filter profiles, so MASS has no way of 
comparing exactly what the firewalls are filtering. Removing FIA did not lower the security values as much as was expected 
Removing the FIA functionality from the firewall in modification 1.4a was expected to have a 
larger impact on the security values. Without proper authentication and identification on the 
border firewall, what security does the network have? The firewall could get compromised, 
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which would give the same consequences as when the firewall is removed in modification 
1.1. Then why do the results between the two modifications differ to this extent? 

However, the change was within the “considerable decrease”-interval so it can be considered 
acceptable. A direct connection had less impact on the security values than was expected 
Adding a direct connection to the Internet in modification 1.5 did decrease the OSV as much 
as was expected; the OSV was expected to drop almost as much as in modification 1.1, where 
the firewall was removed. As in 1.4a, the change is within the expected interval and therefore 
considered acceptable, even if it is a bit low. 

The difference of the SSV in comparison to modification 1.1 due to the bypass of the router 
was anticipated, although the difference was not expected to be as large as 7%. The overlay of 
the SSV from ‘considerable’ into ‘drastic’ in the interval is small enough to be considered as 
acceptable. 6.1.2 Medium Security Network 
The results of the medium security network are listed in Table 3 and Table 4 in section 5.3. 

The results from the modifications of this scenario were, unlike the other scenarios, mostly 
not as expected. An overview of the OSV and SSV results of the medium security network, 
compared to the expectations, is given in Figure 12. 
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 Figure 12. Overview of the OSV and SSV changes, compared to the 
expectations. Unexpectedly low OSV of the base architecture 

The base architecture got an OSV of 37% in ROME2, which seems somewhat low compared 
to the OSV of the low security architecture. There are after all several protecting components 
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in this network, for example routers, firewalls and host-based firewalls. Furthermore, the 
network is divided into zones, which is also a good security measure. 

An explanation for this could be that the maximum value that the OSV can achieve is limited, 
as described in section 6.1.1. The relative improvement compared to the low security network 
could therefore be more significant than the values themselves suggests. Using only Windows workstations caused an increase of the OSV 
In modification 2.1, the OSV was expected to decrease slightly when using only Windows 
components in the network - instead it increased slightly. 

The threatening picture is different for Linux and Windows; as stated in section 4.2. This is 
also the case for a company network at high risk, compared to a home network where the 
number of possible threats should be lower. 

If MASS cannot consider the threatening picture, the method might not concur with choices 
made by the systems administrator and could then give an unrealistic view of the security of a 
network. 

Issues like the threatening picture and the environment are currently left to the metrics and the 
programs (for example Heimdal) used to create the profiles needed for MASS. Heimdal can 
be used to create an environment profile that can influence the evaluation of a component but 
the environment profile does not currently have a complete set of issues. MASS does not 
demand that such an environment profile (or even Heimdal for that matter) should be used. 

To consider the environment in the creation of each component does not seem efficient or 
logical. If the specification of the network changes, for example if the threatening picture or 
the environment changes, all the components have to be remodeled. The environment is more 
related to the network as a whole than to single components and should therefore be treated 
by MASS. 

The Windows component in this thesis achieves a higher MSV than the RedHat component 
since the Security Target of Windows includes security functions. If the profile had been 
based on some other information source than on an ST, the result might have been different. 

Turning all workstations in the network into RedHat computers gave a slight decrease in the 
OSV, just as expected. The decrease was expected because of the use of a homogenous 
network though, and the decrease of the OSV in the implementation was due to the use of 
RedHat computers. As stated before, the MSV might have been different if the RedHat profile 
had not been based on an ST but the issue of homogeneity still stands. In order to get realistic 
results, MASS should at least consider issues such as the effects of homogenous- vs. 
heterogeneous networks. Relocating the servers to the internal network had less effect than was expected 
The decrease of the security values was expected to be much more significant in modification 
2.3. After all, the most secure firewall in the network is removed and replaced with a less 
secure one! Furthermore the servers, which are a probable target and are open to the outer 
world, are now inside the internal network. 

The loss of the DMZ should also have affected the security of the network. There is probably 
a reason why a company would want the servers on a DMZ and that reason is compromised 
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when they are moved into the internal network. A DMZ can be a good security measure but 
MASS does not consider the use of zones in the calculations. 

The servers themselves were not affected by the relocation, just as expected. 

It would help the visibility in ROME2 and might make the results of MASS more realistic if 
zones could be indicated in the network, for example “sensitive resources”, “DMZ”, “Internal 
network with sensitive resources”, “surf zone” etc. 6.1.3 High Security Network 
The results discussed here are listed in Table 5 and Table 6 of section 5.3. An overview of the 
OSV and SSV results, compared to the expectations, is given in Figure 13. 
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 Figure 13. Overview of the OSV and SSV changes, compared to the 
expectations. Unexpectedly low OSV of the base architecture 

The base architecture got an OSV of 40% in ROME2. The value seems low in comparison 
with the other two networks. The explanation given for the low OSV of the medium security 
network applies here as well; the actual difference between the values may be more 
significant than the values themselves suggests. Removing the border firewall 
Removing the border firewall in modification 3.1 gave the expected result; a slight decrease 
of the OSV and a considerable decrease of the SSV of the DMZ Mail server. 

The SSV of the Windows Workstation was not expected to change but decreased slightly. 
Even so, this is considered as an acceptable result since there is a reasonable explanation for 
it; the border firewall could filter other things than the inner firewall and that type of filtering 
is then lost when it is removed. It is also possible that a corruption of a server in the DMZ 
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might affect the workstation, at least since the availability of information from the server 
could be lost or since the information given could be corrupted. 

As expected, removing the border firewall in the large network has a smaller impact than 
removing the corresponding firewall from the small network in the small security network 
scenario. Whether or not the result is due to the size of the network is hard to say though, 
since there are so many factors involved. Adding an application server had no effect on the security values 
The OSV was expected to decrease slightly in modification 3.2 but instead the modification 
had no effect. 

This could be due to the massive protection by firewalls in the network or because the 
implementation lacked details to make the scenario realistic, for example the application 
server is implemented the same way as any other server and specific firewall rules could not 
be set. 

The OSV should decrease some since there is one more component that can be compromised. 
As discussed above, such issues might have less effect in a large network than they would 
have had in a smaller network, though. 6.1.4 General Reflections on MASS Impossible to implement interfaces on firewalls 
It would be an improvement if it was possible to create the wanted border firewall in the 
medium security network; one with several network interfaces where each interface can have 
different rules. It is uncertain whether the splitting of the firewall into several firewall entities 
in the implementation of the medium security network scenario gave an accurate result. Layers of details of components 
Most often, it is not the operating systems that are targets for attacks but services running on 
them. There is currently no way of looking at different layers of a computer (for example 
protocols or applications being used, user security permissions or vendor of the product) and 
then combining them into one entity. Difficult to create filter profiles and relation profiles 
Creating a realistic filter-profile based on a security target is very difficult. The detailed issues 
needed to determine how the filtering is done in a traffic mediator are not explicitly listed in 
STs. The same goes for creating relation profiles; security targets describe components in 
much too general terms for these profiles and interpretations of the security target will make 
the evaluation arbitrary. Weights 
An important component is weighted higher than an unimportant component in MASS. There 
are no rules of how to decide what weight to give a component so the weight will be a rather 
arbitrary value. It will require the user of MASS to determine the importance of all the 
components in the network, which will be very time-consuming, especially on large networks 
with many different components. 

The weight value could of course also be seen as a positive factor; a way to affect the results 
in order to reflect intuition-based opinions. Perhaps could weights somehow be used to 
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differentiate zones in a network (for example a DMZ from an internal network)? Such an idea 
has to be carefully thought through though, since it is not obvious what the weights should be 
based on, in order to reflect reality. For example, how should “sacrificial lambs” (computers 
or entire zones that takes the heat in an attack and thereby protects the other computers) be 
valuated? The computer or zone is then a security benefit for the network, although it can not 
be considered a secure component in itself. MASS in combination with ROME2 and Heimdal 
The creation process of a component profile using MASS, Heimdal and ROME2 is not at all 
straightforward. 

Note: The Common Criteria notions ‘class’, ‘family’ and ‘component’ are mentioned in 
section 2.2.3. In order to avoid confusion, ‘component’ in the Common Criteria sense is 
called “CC component” here. 

• First, Heimdal requires that values are inserted for all the classes, their families and 
CC components in order to perform the component evaluation. 

• Next, the results are reduced to the class values, one family value and one CC 
component value per class, in order to create a profile for ROME2. ROME2 requires 
component profiles with values for eleven classes where each class has a family value 
and a CC component value. 

• Eventually, the class values of the profiles are the only values used in the calculations. 
Since neither the CC component values nor the family values are used in the 
calculations, they are set to the same value as the class value. 6.2 Strengths of MASS 

This sort of evaluation can easily deteriorate into a crusade against the object of evaluation. 
MASS has several benefits that deserve to be mentioned, though, as stated in (Andersson, 
2005) 

• Logical relations and filter profiles can be modeled (even if it is currently difficult to 
find proper parameters for both of them) 

• MASS uses vectors instead of scalars for the security profiles 

• MASS sets a good ground for further development due to its adaptability 

In addition to these, it should be emphasized that MASS responded well to the majority of the 
expectations on the scenarios in this thesis. 6.3 Conclusions 
One of the purposes of this thesis, as stated in section 1.1, was to see if the results from the 
scenario correspond to the expectations of the author. As can be seen in this chapter, the 
results from the majority of the modifications were in agreement with the expectations. 

The second purpose of this thesis was to find out if MASS is a suitable method for evaluating 
the security of a system or if the results can be misleading. 

The evaluated version of MASS can not be considered a suitable method for evaluating the 
security of a real life system since a number of flaws were found in the method. MASS should 
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not be discarded though, since it has many benefits as well. Improvements of MASS, the 
supporting softwares and of the metrics can certainly make MASS a useful tool for evaluation 
of system security in the future. 

It is important to stress that the results from the method should not be considered as absolute 
truths, even when MASS is ready to be used to evaluate real networks in the future. The 
numbers and percentages received can only be used as a comparison between states of a 
network (for example before and after installation of new components). The method should 
never be considered as anything other than an aid for experienced network security 
administrators. 6.4 Suggestions for Improvement of MASS 
MASS and ROME2 are currently being developed further at the Swedish Defence Research 
Agency and some of the issues discussed in this thesis have already been addressed. In the 
new version, a new set of parameters are used and it is possible to expand and decrease 
sections of a network (for example, all the components of a DMZ can be shown or the DMZ 
can be displayed as a single entity). All the relations are treated as logical relations in the new 
version of MASS. 

Whether or not the new set of parameters is better than the old one (i.e. the set based on CC 
parameters) remain to be seen. To examine the functions in MASS in detail, a mathematical 
approach should probably be taken instead of the approach used in this thesis. 

This thesis has pointed out some issues that need careful consideration: 

• It is necessary to be able to work in layers of details, i.e. to treat details such as 
applications and firewall rules as well as operating systems and zones, in order to 
portray a realistic network. This will most likely be a time-consuming task though. A 
solution to this problem has to be found. 

• The issue of how to treat the environment and the threatening picture should also be 
looked into. How to treat the issue of homogeneity of networks should also be of 
interest. 

• The inability of the OSV to get a very high or very low value in a realistic network 
should at least be commented on to the users of MASS. 

• The filter profile of a firewall and the relation profiles should be based on proper 
parameters and some way of treating multiple firewalls that filter the same things must 
be found. 

• New tools for creating profiles should be developed, with MASS in mind, so that the 
profile creation process runs more smoothly. 

Once MASS and the supporting tools have been improved, a new evaluation like the one in 
this thesis can be made to see if the improvements have made MASS more realistic. 
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Glossary 
A Application Server 

“An Application Server is like a super efficient waitress, taking orders from the 
front end, bringing them to the back end where the ingredients of raw data reside, 
and then delivering a usable product back to the front end. /---/ Application 
servers essentially translate raw data from, say, a company's inventory or finance 
database, into information with real world meaning relayed to and displayed on a 
desktop or Web browser. /---/Application servers are configured in an n-tier 
environment, in which they are located in the middle and actually run parts of 
applications that many users share, and communicate between the desktop and 
back-end systems.”  (Levinson, 2000) 

Application Servers provide transparency to programmers so they don't have to be concerned 
with the operating system or the interfaces required of a web based application. 

D Demilitarized Zone (DMZ) 
A DMZ (or “semi-private network” or “screened subnet”) is a neutral zone (where controlled 
public access is allowed) between an external network and a private network. The servers 
placed in the zone, like web-server DNS-server and mail server, can still benefit from some 
protection from the firewall. Traffic allowed in to a DMZ could for example be over TCP 
ports 80 and 443 to a web server, TCP port 25 to a mail server, and UDP port 53 to a DNS 
server (Kincaid, n.d., p. 2). If the servers in the DMZ are compromised, the inner firewall 
stands between the attacker and the internal network.  

The computers in the internal network can initiate requests outbound to the demilitarized 
zone. Computers in the DMZ will in turn respond, forward or re-issue requests out to the 
Internet or other public network but they can not initiate inbound requests. 

Computers on the Internet should not have access to anything other than the services on the 
servers in the DMZ (Ingate, n.d.). DNS server 
Users interface with programs like web browsers and mail clients. When users make a request 
which requires a DNS (Domain Name System) lookup, the programs mentioned send a 
request to the DNS resolver built into their operating system. 

The DNS resolver has a cache that contains recent lookups. If the cache does not contain the 
information sought, the resolver sends the request to a designated DNS server or servers. 

For most home users, the Internet service provider will usually supply this DNS server. If the 
system has its own DNS servers, their DNS resolvers will generally point to those. The 
request will be forwarded until a result is found (or determined not to exist), which will be 
returned to the resolver. 
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H Host-based firewall 
A host-based firewall usually protects only the component it is connected to, unless other 
components share Internet connectivity via that component. 

“Traditional firewall architectures protect only the perimeter of a network. 
However, once an attacker penetrates that perimeter, internal systems are 
completely unprotected. Hybrid worms, in particular, have penetrated corporate 
networks through mail systems, and then have spread quickly to unprotected 
internal systems. Applying host-based firewalls to all systems, including those 
behind the corporate firewall, should now be standard practice.” (Northrup, n.d.) 

M Mail server 
A mail server transfers electronic mail messages from one computer to another. 

N Network Address Translation (NAT) 
NAT hides internal IP-addresses by converting all the addresses of internal computers into the 
address of the firewall. The firewall keeps a translation table to be able to send the incoming 
packets to the right internal computer. From the outside, it looks as if all traffic from the 
internal network comes from one very busy computer (Strebe & Perkins, 2002, p. 173). 

O Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) layer 
The OSI model is a model for computer communications architecture. The communications 
functions are divided into seven OSI layers, where the lower layers perform more primitive 
functions than the higher layers. Each layer provides services for the layer above and relies on 
services from the layer below: 

• Application (layer 7) 

• Presentation 

• Session 

• Transport 

• Network 

• Data Link  

• Physical (layer 1) 

(Stallings, 2000, pp. 20-22) 

P Packet Sniffer 
An attacker can run rouge sniffer software that reads incoming traffic and forwards sensitive 
information to the attacker. (Gollmann, 1999, p. 227) 
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Packet sniffers can also be used to troubleshoot a network, detect network intrusion attempts 
etc. (Wikipedia, 2005d) 

R Router 
Routers operate at OSI layer 3 (the network layer). They move traffic between different 
networks or between different sections in the same network. Routers can have some firewall 
features. 

S Switch 
The switch operates at OSI layer 2 (the data link layer). It does practically the same for OSI 
layer 2 as a router does for layer 3 and are sometimes called “intelligent hubs” since they do 
essentially the same work as a hub, but more efficiently. (Of course, a switch costs more than 
a hub, but it speeds up connection since it does not use broadcast like the hub but instead 
dedicates the ports that are communicating with each other. Therefore a system with a switch 
is not as collision-prone as one with a hub is.) 

W Web server 
A web server accepts HTTP requests from web browsers, and serves them web pages. The 
web browser initiates the request by establishing a TCP connection to a port (usually port 80) 
on a remote host. The web server listening on that port responds and, if possible, sends the 
requested file to the web browser. 
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Appendix A: Creating the Networks 
The following procedure is followed in order to create the networks used in the scenarios in 
this thesis. Creating components 

1. A Security Target (ST) for the component is sought. STs can be found at several sites 
on the Internet, for example at the NIAP Common Criteria Evaluation and Validation 
Scheme for IT Security (CCEVS, http://niap.nist.gov/cc-scheme/) or at the website of 
the Common Criteria portal Project (http://www.commoncriteriaportal.org/). 

2. A corresponding Protection Profile (PP) for the ST is sought (PPs can be found at the 
sites mentioned above). 

3. The security functional requirements listed in the ST are inserted into a profile 
manager and the functional requirements of the PP are inserted into a category profile 
manager in Heimdal Security Evaluator 3000 .NET, illustrated in Figure 14. 

 Figure 14. Working environment in Heimdal 

4. The inserted data is evaluated and a report is rendered. The evaluation control window 
and the report are illustrated in Figure 15 and Figure 16. Details about Heimdal can be 
found in (Bond & Påhlsson, 2004) 
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 Figure 15. Evaluation control in Heimdal 

 Figure 16. The report rendered by Heimdal 
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5. A file of the file type .sp is made, based on the values from the report (the traffic 
mediators get a .sp file and a similar file of the type .fp for their filter profile). Figure 
17 gives an example of a security profile-file. 

Figure 17. Example of a security profile 

6. In ROME 2, the component is easily inserted by a right-click on the workspace. The 
procedure can be repeated for each type of component needed and the created 
components can be connected in ROME2 to form a network. 

Figure 18 shows an example of a network implemented in ROME2. The panel to the left 
contains information about the system and the components. Listed under system information 
is for example the overall security value (OSV) and in component information, the system 
dependent security value (SSV) and modeled security value (called MSV in this report) of a 
selected component is given. 

In the workspace, components can be added and connected into networks. To the upper right 
the OSV is shown as a pie chart and a value. Details about the ROME2 software can be found 
in (Andersson, 2005) 
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Figure 18. Example of the working environment of ROME2 Creating the logical relation for the application server 
1. Values are inserted into an Excel file as illustrated in Figure 19. The values represent 

which security functional requirements (SFRs) of the workstation that are affected by 
which SFRs of the server (which is connected to the workstation through the logical 
relation). 

 Figure 19. An example of an Excel worksheet representing a logical 
relation 

2. The file is converted into a .skv file and run through a program called 
RelationConverter (which is a small program that takes the Excel file and converts it 
into a .rel file for ROME2. RelationConverter is included with the MASS source 
code). 

3. The relation can be created in ROME2 by right-clicking and selecting the relation 
from a drop-down list. The connection can then be drawn from the server to the 
workstation. 
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Appendix B: Component Setup  “Internet” 
In scenarios: used as an Internet-entity. Profile in ROME2: Public network 
Security Target: None (all values set to zero) 
Protection Profile (used to create a category profile in Heimdal): None (not applicable) “Router” and “Border Router” 
In scenarios: used as a router-entity. Profile in ROME2: Marconi router 
Security Target: Marconi Multiservice Switches and Switch Routers (ASX-200BX, ASX-
1000, ASX-1200, TNX-210, TNX-1100, ASX-4000, ASX-4000M, and BXR-48000) 
URL: http://niap.nist.gov/cc-scheme/st/ST_VID4040-ST.pdf 

Protection Profile (used to create a category profile in Heimdal): U.S. Government Router 
Protection Profile For Medium Robustness Environments, Version 1.0 
URL: http://niap.nist.gov/pp/draft_pps/pp_draft_router_mr_v1.0.html “Switch” 
In scenarios: used as a switch-entity. Profile in ROME2: Switch 
Security Target: None (security values set to one, filter values set to zero) 
Protection Profile (used to create a category profile in Heimdal): None (not applicable) “Firewall” 
In scenarios: used as a host-based firewall-entity for the Win2000-workstations and servers. Profile in ROME2: ISA firewall 
Security Target: Microsoft Internet and Acceleration Server 2000-Standard Edition  
URL: http://www.commoncriteriaportal.org/public/files/epfiles/0218b.pdf 

Protection Profile (used to create a category profile in Heimdal): U.S. Government 
Traffic-Filter Firewall Protection Profile for Low-Risk Environments, Version 1.1 
URL: http://niap.nist.gov/cc-scheme/pp/PP_TFFWPP-LR_V1.1.pdf Profile in ROME2: FortiGate firewall 
In scenarios: used as a host-based firewall-entity for the RedHat-workstations. 

Security Target: Fortinet FortiGate™-50A, 60, 100A, 200A, 300A, 800, 3000, 3600, 5001 
Antivirus Firewalls and FortiOS 2.80 CC Compliant Firmware 
URL: http://www.cse-cst.gc.ca/services/ccs/fortinet-e.html 

Protection Profile (used to create a category profile in Heimdal): U.S. Government 
Traffic-Filter Firewall Protection Profile for Low-Risk Environments, Version 1.1 
URL: http://niap.nist.gov/cc-scheme/pp/PP_TFFWPP-LR_V1.1.pdf 
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“Border firewall” 
In scenarios: used as a medium-strict firewall-entity (the firewall is thought to have looser 
rules than the inner firewall and is used for example as the firewall protecting the DMZ). Profile in ROME2: Secureworks firewall 
Security Target: SECUREWORKS 3.0 Version 1.41 
URL: http://www.commoncriteriaportal.org/public/files/epfiles/SecureworksST.pdf 

Protection Profile (used to create a category profile in Heimdal): The U.S. Department of 
Defense Application-level Firewall Protection Profile for Basic Robustness Environments, Version 
1.0. 
URL: http://niap.nist.gov/cc-scheme/pp/PP_ALFWPP-LR_V1.0.html “Inner firewall” 
In scenarios: used as a strict firewall-entity (i.e. it is meant to enforce stricter rules than the 
border firewall) Profile in ROME2: Symantec fw on Win 2000 
Security Target: Symantec Enterprise Firewall Version 8.0 
URL: http://www.commoncriteriaportal.org/public/files/epfiles/symantecv8.0.pdf 
(combined with Win 2000 Security Target as stated below under “Windows workstation”) 

Protection Profile (used to create a category profile in Heimdal): The U.S. Department of 
Defense Application-level Firewall Protection Profile for Basic Robustness Environments, 
Version 1.0  
URL: http://niap.nist.gov/cc-scheme/pp/PP_ALFWPP-LR_V1.0.html “Windows workstation”, “Mail server”, “DNS server”, “Web server”, “Internal mail server”, “Internal DNS server” and “Application server” 
In scenarios: used as a Windows workstation-entity and as a server-entity. Profile in ROME2: Win 2000 
Security Target: Windows 2000 Professional, Server and Advanced Server with SP3 and 
Q326886 Hotfix Version 2.0 
URL: http://niap.nist.gov/cc-scheme/st/ST_VID4002-ST.pdf 

Protection Profile (used to create a category profile in Heimdal): Controlled Access 
Protection Profile, v.1.d 
URL: http://www.commoncriteriaportal.org/public/files/ppfiles/capp.pdf “Linux (RedHat) workstation” 
In scenarios: used as a Linux workstation-entity Profile in ROME2: Red Hat WS 
Security Target: Red Hat Enterprise Linux WS Version 3, Update 3 
URL: http://www.commoncriteriaportal.org/public/files/epfiles/0274b.pdf 
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Protection Profile (used to create a category profile in Heimdal): Controlled Access 
Protection Profile, v.1.d 
URL: http://www.commoncriteriaportal.org/public/files/ppfiles/capp.pdf 
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Appendix C: Values from the Implementation Low Security Network Change in the overall security value (OSV): Table 7. OSV before and after the modifications 

Modification OSV before  OSV after  
1.1 Remove the border firewall 0.29 0.11 
1.2 Remove the Internet connection 0.29 0.44 
1.3 Add two extra firewalls in series directly inside of the 
border firewall 0.29 0.42 

1.4a Remove the FIA security function from the security 
profile of the border firewall and the corresponding 
filtering functionality from the filter profile 

0.29 0.19 

1.4b Remove the FAU security function from the security 
profile of the border firewall and the corresponding 
filtering functionality from the filter profile 

0.29 0.26 

1.5 Add a direct (physical) connection to the Internet 
from Windows workstation 1 0.29 0.19 Change in the System dependent Security Value (SSV): Table 8. SSV of Windows workstation 1 before and after the 

modifications 

Modification SSV before  SSV after  
1.1 Remove the border firewall 0.29 0.11 
1.2 Remove the Internet connection 0.29 0.44 
1.3 Add two extra firewalls in series directly inside of the 
border firewall 0.29 0.42 

1.4a Remove the FIA security function from the security 
profile of the border firewall and the corresponding 
filtering functionality from the filter profile 

0.29 0.19 

1.4b Remove the FAU security function from the security 
profile of the border firewall and the corresponding 
filtering functionality from the filter profile 

0.29 0.26 

1.5 Add a direct (physical) connection to the Internet 
from Windows workstation 1 0.29 0.09  
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Medium Security Network 
Change in the overall security value (OSV): Table 9. OSV before and after the modifications 

Modification OSV before  OSV after 
2.1 Use only Window workstations 0.37 0.39 
2.2 Use only Linux workstations 0.37 0.34 
2.3 Place the servers inside the internal network. Lower 
the security value of the border firewall accordingly 0.37 0.35 Change in the System dependent Security Value (SSV): Table 10. SSV of certain components before and after modification 

2.3 

Component SSV before  SSV after 

Windows Workstation 1 0.40 0.37 

DMZ Mail server 0.37 0.37 High Security Network Change in the overall security value (OSV): Table 11. OSV before and after the modifications 

Modification OSV before  OSV after 
3.1 Remove the border firewall 0.40 0.33 
3.2 Add an application server (and a firewall) to the 
router in the internal network and add a logical relation 
between the application server and the Windows 
workstation 

0.40 0.40 Change in the System dependent Security Value (SSV): Table 12. SSV of certain components before and after modification 
3.1 

Component SSV before  SSV after 
Windows Workstation  0.43 0.41 
DMZ Mail server 0.37 0.26 
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